
Waterproof and breathable Hipora® barrier to protect hands 
from micro-organisms such as TB, Hepatitis, Staph and HIV 
O.S.H.A. Bloodborne Pathogens Standards (29CFR 1910.1310)
Molded TPR (Thermal Plastic Rubber) knuckles reduce impact 
and increase dexterity
Boxed finger tip design for better fit and comfort
3M™ Reflective fabric
Molded TPR finger knuckle and finger tip panels
Elastic cuff and gaitor to keep out glass and debris
Cut resistant Kevlar® palm, thumb, finger and side panels
Kevlar® stitching in high wear areas
0.8 mm synthetic leather palm with Nanotechnological 
anti-bacterial properties
Color: Lime yellow

BD141 911 Barrier Extrication Gloves $58.95

Specify size: S, M, L, XL, XXL

911 Barrier Extrication Gloves

Patented SuperCuff technology ensures a perfect fit at the 
wrist without limiting range of motion, a Ringers exclusive
Direct inject TPR (Thermal Plastic Rubber) finger panels 
for extreme protection
Kevlar® palm panels with anatomic cutouts create 
maximum cut resistance without restricting grip
6mm segmented padding across the knuckles creates 
padding that moves with you
2 layer fingertip design results in maximum tactile 
feel without compromising dexterity
3M Reflective markings for increased visibility 
and increased safety
Gel padding reduces vibration and decreases injury
Reinforced stitching and hidden seams for extreme 
durability and maximum wear
Color: fire red

BE280 Rescue Gloves $39.95

Specify size: S, M, L, XL, XXL

Rescue Gloves
Featuring Patented SuperCuff Technology with 
Protection and Dexterity Like Never Before!

Flame and heat protection
Cut and puncture resistant
Reinforced finger and palm protection
Shock-absorbing knuckle guard padding
Extended cuff for increased safety
Non NFPA 
Color: green

BE312 Extrication Gloves $49.95
Specify size: S, M, L, XL

Extrication Gloves
Flame, Heat and Burn Protection

During your rescue missions, fire and heat are ever present hidden
dangers. Fireman’s Shield Extrication Gloves are the only gloves
that offer flame, heat and burn protection. Every pair of gloves is
lined with our exclusive, soft, durable, cut-resistant liner called
Kovenex™. Kovenex™ is a special patented blend of 
high-performance fibers. It offers true flame resistance plus a totally
new level of heat blocking for burn protection. With an amazing
TPP rating of 8  for this fine layer, it provides you the precious 
seconds to remove yourself from harm’s way.

More gloves in
Turnout (p66 - 90)
Wildland (p91 - 99)

Flame, heat and
burn protection
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